Reunification is the process of bringing together displaced students with their parents or guardians. While it's most often associated with active shooter scenarios, reunification is a critical protocol for any situation where a school building is rendered unsafe. A well-orchestrated and rehearsed reunification plan is crucial for natural disasters, fire, chemical hazards, and violent acts of any type.

NaviGate Prepared’s Reunification module is designed to work with your reunification plan. It uses a role-based approach that focuses on areas where technology can best assist the reunification process—while allowing you to establish procedures and protocols that best fit your school’s unique needs.

This module is included in all existing and new licenses at no additional charge.
### Command Overview
- Dashboard of critical data, including percentage reunified, quantities checked in, absent, exceptions, missing and unknown
- Ability to drill down into details of any student status or exceptions and filter data by an array of criteria

### Student Check-in
- Syncs with Student Information System to leverage teacher rosters and quick student look-up
- Provides ability to mark student present, missing or with an exception (i.e. en route to hospital, left school early, etc.)
- When used with the Respond module, prior student accountability information automatically transfers from Respond when Reunification is initiated (use of Respond is not required)

### Parent Check-in
- Enables data entry of parent/guardian information, including relationship to student and aligns parent/guardian with appropriate student(s)
- Provides visibility of student exceptions for parent redirection
- Currently does not upload images or import emergency contact information (coming soon)

### Escort/Reunifier
- Provides at-a-glance visibility of available matches for reunification of parent/guardian and student(s)
- Enables confirmation of reunification as well as documentation of date, time and additional details
- Provides visibility of student exceptions for parent redirection

### Secure chat feature
- Enables critical communication among staff and administrators

---

For more resources related to reunification planning, visit our Roadmap to Reunification virtual toolkit: NaviGatePrepared.com/Roadmap-to-reunification